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Abstract17

Sandbars, submerged ridges of sand parallel to the shoreline, tend to develop crescen-18

tic patterns while migrating onshore. At straight coasts, these patterns form preferably19

under near-normal waves through the generation of circulation cells in the flow field, whereas20

they decay under energetic oblique waves with associated intense alongshore currents.21

Recently, observations at a man-made convex curved coast showed an alongshore vari-22

ability in patterning that seems related to a spatiotemporal variability of the local wave23

angle (Sand Engine). Here, we aim to systematically explore how coastline curvature con-24

tributes to alongshore variability in crescentic pattern formation, by introducing local25

differences in wave angle and the resulting flow field. A non-linear morphodynamic model26

was used to simulate the patterns in an initially alongshore uniform sandbar that mi-27

grates onshore along the imposed curved coast. The model was forced by a time-invariant28

and time-varying offshore wave angle. Simulations show that the presence of patterns29

and their growth rate relate to the local breaker angle, depending on the schematisation30

of the offshore angle and the local coastline orientation. Growth rates decrease with in-31

creasing obliquity as both refraction-induced reductions of the wave height as well as along-32

shore currents increase. Furthermore, simulations of variations in coastline curvature show33

that patterns may develop faster at strongly curved coasts if this curvature leads to an34

increase in near-normal angles. This implies that beaches where the coastline orienta-35

tion changes substantially, e.g. due to km-scale nourishments, become potentially more36

dangerous to swimmers due to strong currents that develop with pronounced bar pat-37

terns.38

Plain Language Summary39

Surf zone sandbars front many sandy beaches worldwide. Their dynamics are cru-40

cial to the development of potentially hazardous rip currents and the movement of sand41

between sea and land. Breaking waves drive this sand movement, and may organise the42

sand into a remarkable alternation of shallow sandbars and seaward-directed rip chan-43

nels along the beach. The mechanism driving this pattern formation is relatively well-44

understood at straight coasts, but it is unknown how this translates to strongly curved45

coasts. Recently, this has become of particular interest with the increasing volumes of46

sand placed at the coast for coastal management purposes. Such mega-nourishments may47

locally change an otherwise straight coastline into a strongly curved coastline. We used48
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a numerical model to study the sandbars along a strongly curved coast, inspired by the49

km-scale Sand Engine nourishment. We found that the variable coastline orientation causes50

an alongshore variation in the angle of wave approach and resulting currents. Sandbars51

develop pronounced patterns and move landward where waves approach normal to the52

shoreline, whereas patterns remain absent where waves arrive at an angle. We also show53

that nourishment shape and wave climate are both crucial to the formation of sandbar54

patterns and associated hazardous rip currents.55

1 Introduction56

Sandbars, submerged ridges of sand parallel to the shoreline, often possess a pro-57

nounced alongshore variability in cross-shore position and depth (Sonu, 1973; Lippmann58

& Holman, 1989; Van Enckevort et al., 2004) that is related to the imposed wave energy,59

grain size and profile characteristics (Wright & Short, 1984; Calvete et al., 2007). These60

crescentic patterns are characterised by shallow landward protruding horns and deep sea-61

ward protruding bays with alongshore wavelengths of O(100 m) and cross-shore ampli-62

tudes of O(10 m) (Van Enckevort et al., 2004). Field observations show that crescen-63

tic patterns typically arise in a few days under low to moderately energetic conditions64

following a storm, and tend to disappear under high-energetic conditions (Wright & Short,65

1984; Almar et al., 2010) or under oblique wave incidence (Price & Ruessink, 2011; Con-66

tardo & Symonds, 2015). In some cases they may, however, persist for months or longer67

(Van Enckevort & Ruessink, 2003). Pattern formation and destruction often coincides68

with overall onshore and offshore sandbar migration, respectively.69

The mechanism behind crescentic pattern formation includes horizontal circulation70

cells in the flow field, which preferably develop under shore-normal or near-normal waves71

(e.g. Falqués et al., 2000; Calvete et al., 2005; Thiébot et al., 2012). Through a positive72

feedback between flow and morphology the characteristic crescentic patterning arises in73

the sandbar. Under increasing angles of incidence, circulation cells become skewed, growth74

rates decrease and wavelengths of the crescents increase (Calvete et al., 2005). In line75

with observations in the field, Thiébot et al. (2012) demonstrated with model simula-76

tions that crescentic patterns no longer arise when waves approach sufficiently oblique77

(θ > 11◦ at their outer bar crest at ∼3.5 m depth, where θ is the wave incidence an-78

gle with the shore-normal) and the breaking-induced alongshore current starts to dom-79

inate over cell circulation. Besides, oblique waves have been observed to straighten sand-80
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bars with pre-exisiting crescentic patterns (Price & Ruessink, 2011; Price et al., 2013;81

Contardo & Symonds, 2015), whereof the underlying mechanism can be found in Garnier82

et al. (2013).83

So far, the main focus has been on pattern formation under an alongshore uniform84

forcing. However, coasts that are concave, like embayed beaches, or convex, such as shore-85

line sandwaves and km-scale nourishments, impose an alongshore variation in forcing in86

the surf zone due to the refraction pattern over the curved depth contours (e.g. Castelle87

& Coco, 2012; Rutten et al., 2018). Similarly, offshore perturbations can create an along-88

shore variation in forcing (offshore bathymetric anomaly or offshore island; Castelle et89

al., 2012; Bryan et al., 2013) and accordingly, in bar behaviour. For example, the breaker90

height may vary alongshore, which was suggested by Short (1978) to generate an along-91

shore variation in sandbar characteristics. Also, the wave angle may vary alongshore, and92

enforce an alongshore difference in crescentic patterning. Such a relation between an-93

gle and patterning was found on a seasonal scale along the man-made curved coast of94

the Sand Engine, located at the roughly southwest-northeast oriented coastline of the95

Delfland coast in the Netherlands (Figure 1). Prolonged low-energetic north-northwestern96

waves in the spring-summer season (Rutten et al., 2018) initiated the formation of pat-97

terns only at the northern side of the Sand Engine. Under these conditions no patterns98

formed along the western side, where the waves were presumably much more oblique.99

In the autumn-winter season, patterning at the northern side was erased, whereas pat-100

terns developed at the western side under storms passing from southwest to north-northwest.101

Thus, patterns developed at the western side when actual shore-normal wave exposure102

was limited due to the varying angle. Castelle and Ruessink (2011) simulated the effect103

of a time-varying wave angle on crescentic patterns along a straight coast. Here, time-104

varying angles with low obliquity (θ<6◦, at 10.6 m water depth) resulted in crescents105

that were less pronounced than under time-invariant forcing, and moreover initiated an106

alongshore migration of the crescents that stimulated splitting and merging of the cres-107

cents. Time-varying angles including higher obliquity (θ> 6◦), for at least 1 day, resulted108

in straightening of crescents by a strong alongshore current. Notwithstanding, how a spa-109

tiotemporal variation in wave angle, as occurring along a curved coast, contributes to110

pattern formation and destruction is yet unknown.111

We hypothesise that a spatiotemporal variation in the local wave angle enforces an112

alongshore variation in the presence and growth rate of crescentic patterns, depending113
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on the strength of the alongshore current. In this paper, we aim to systematically ex-114

plore how curvature of a convex coast contributes to alongshore variability in the for-115

mation of crescentic bar patterns under time-varying forcing. We use the non-linear mor-116

phodynamic model of Dubarbier et al. (2017), wherein cross-shore and alongshore pro-117

cesses are included such that an initially alongshore-uniform bar can move onshore and118

develop alongshore variabilities simultaneously. Although the model setup is loosely based119

on observations of pattern formation at the Sand Engine, we do not aim to mimic the120

crescentic bar behaviour at this site. First, we outline the model formulation, its setup121

and the analysis method of the model results (Section 2). Then, we describe the effect122

of the offshore wave angle on pattern formation (Section 3). In Section 4, we discuss the123

effect of variations in wave characteristics and coastline curvature. Finally, we conclude124

our findings in Section 5.125

2 Methodology126

2.1 Model127

The formation of crescentic patterns in sandbars and their evolution was simulated128

with a non-linear morphodynamic model consisting of four coupled modules (Dubarbier129

et al., 2017). In the first module, the statistical wave field was computed by the spec-130

tral wave model SWAN (version 41.10 Booij et al., 1999), wherein we chose the dissipa-131

tion formulation of Ruessink et al. (2003) and switched off local wave generation and the132

triplet and quadruplet wave-interaction source terms. In the second module, the 2D flow133

field was computed via the phase-averaged and depth-averaged non-linear shallow wa-134

ter equations, assuming balance of momentum and conservation of water mass, giving135

(Phillips, 1977):136

∂Qi

∂t
+

∂

∂xj

(
QiQj

h

)
= −gh

∂η

∂xi
− 1

ρ

∂Sij

∂xj
+

1

ρ

∂Tij

∂xj
− τ bi

ρ
, (i, j = 1, 2) (1)

∂η

∂t
= −∂Qj

∂xj
(2)

Using the Einstein convention, subscript i refers here to the two horizontal position co-137

ordinates (with X and Y the cross-shore an alongshore axis). This implies that terms138

containing an index twice include a summation over both indices. In these equations,139
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Qi is the fluid volume transport, η is the mean free surface elevation, Sij is the radia-140

tion stress tensor, Tij is the lateral mixing term that describes the horizontal momen-141

tum exchange due to breaking-induced turbulence and the mean current, τ bi is bed shear142

stress, t is time, x is position, h is water depth, g is gravitational acceleration, and ρ =1000 kg/m3
143

is water density. The wave return flow (undertow) was taken into account through the144

wave radiation stress formulation of Phillips (1977). In the third module, the total vol-145

umetric sediment transport �qt was computed with an energetics-type transport model146

composed of three modes of transport, based on Hsu et al. (2006) and Dubarbier et al.147

(2015), as148

�qt = �qw + �qc + �qg (3)

with a transport related to near-bed orbital velocity skewness �qw, a transport related to149

the mean current �qc, and a diffusion term �qg representing the downslope gravitational150

transport that prevents unrealistic bar growth and/or unstable bar shapes. More specif-151

ically, �qw accounts for wave non-linearity, but does not include infragravity or swash mo-152

tions. Hereto, the intra-wave motion is reproduced using the robust parameterisation153

of Ruessink et al. (2012) that relates values of wave-skewness and asymmetry to the lo-154

cal Ursell number, all derived from field measurements of the statistical wave field and155

mean water level. The sediment transports �qw, �qc, and �qg contain both bedload and sus-156

pended load, with scaling coefficients of 0.135 and 0.015, respectively. The contribution157

of the three individual transport components to �qt is scaled with coefficients Cw, Cc, and158

Cg of 0.08, 0.08 and 0.24, respectively. For the specific definition of �qw, �qc, and �qg, see159

Dubarbier et al. (2017). In the fourth module, bed level change was computed, assum-160

ing conservation of sediment mass, as161

∂zb
∂t

= − 1

1− p
�∇ · �qt (4)

with bed level zb and sediment porosity p =0.4.162

By looping through the four modules, small perturbations in the bathymetry can163

grow and self-organise into rhythmic patterns through positive feedback between the bed164

level and the flow field. For further details on the model, see Dubarbier et al. (2017).165
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This model allows sandbars to develop crescentic patterns while moving onshore166

across the surfzone. The capability of the model to simulate cross-shore dynamics, be-167

sides alongshore dynamics, is important when investigating pattern formation along curved168

coasts, because alongshore variability in cross-shore migration may importantly affect169

pattern formation. For example, the separation distance of the bar from the shoreline170

is known to be critical to crescentic bar dynamics (Calvete et al., 2007). Simulating ac-171

curately cross-shore bar migration is a challenge by itself and therefore often comes to172

compromises. In this state-of-the-art model, cross-shore migration speed and direction173

of the bar, depending on the velocity field and sediment characteristics (Dubarbier et174

al., 2017), can be tuned by changing the ratio and magnitude of the transport coefficients.175

Furthermore, the model is able to properly simulate pattern formation under a wide range176

of local wave incidence, as observed along the curved coastline of the Sand Engine. Pre-177

liminary tests at a straight coast showed that crescentic patterns could develop under178

higher incidence angles using the nonlinear model of Dubarbier et al. (2017) than using179

a nonlinear model with the basic-state approach (e.g. Castelle et al., 2012; Garnier et180

al., 2008). Although linear stability models, also based on a basic state, may produce181

crescentic patterns under higher incidence angles as well (e.g. Ribas et al., 2011), such182

models do not include cross-shore bar migration and thus are not suitable for this study.183

Moreover, note that linear stability models are rather different from nonlinear models,184

and therefore results cannot be compared directly.185

2.2 Model Setup186

A synthetic bathymetry was created, based on in situ measurements of the Sand187

Engine in November 2014 (Figure 2). The synthetic bathymetry is a simplification of re-188

ality as the coastline does not show any asymmetry and the cross-shore profiles do not189

vary alongshore. First, a curved coastline was generated using a Gaussian shape func-190

tion191

X = p1 + p2e
− (Y +p3)2

2p2
4 (5)

with alongshore distance Y , cross-shore distance X, and function coefficients p1 = 253.36 m,192

p2 = −698.37 m, p3 = −494.33 m, and p4 = −926.30 m following from the best non-193

linear fit through the measured 0 m contour line (Mean Sea Level, MSL). The alongshore194
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axis was aligned with the regional coastline and the cross-shore axis pointed into the dunes195

(negative values offshore). Second, a barred cross-shore profile was generated using the196

double slope profile function of Yu and Slinn (2003)197

zprof =

(
xs − xs

γ

)
tanh

(
tanβ1X

xs

)
+

tanβ1X

γ
− bhe

−bw(X−xc
xc

)
2

(6)

with bed elevation zprof , and function coefficients γ = tanβ1/tanβ2, β1 = 0.0372, β2 =198

0.0112, xs = 3.63 m, xc = −222.6 m, bh = −2.39 m, and bw = 11.07 m, which fol-199

lowed from the best non-linear fit with the measured alongshore-averaged profile (over200

a 500 m box) at the western side of the Sand Engine in November 2014. In Equation (6),201

the first term and second term on the right-hand side create a profile with slope β1 in202

the upper part, changing at cross-shore position xs into slope β2 for the lower part of203

the profile. The last term creates a perturbation of amplitude bh and width bw at cross-204

shore position xc, representing the sandbar. The profile extends up to +2 m MSL to an-205

ticipate for surged water levels. Third, the cross-shore profile was rotated along the Gaussian-206

shaped 0 m contour, resulting in a bathymetry with an alongshore-uniform subtidal bar207

located at equal distance from the curved shoreline. Fourth, the generated bathymetry208

was linearly interpolated on a Cartesian grid, as required by the model. The computa-209

tional grid extended 2600 m in the cross-shore and 7000 m in the alongshore direction,210

with equal cross- and alongshore grid sizes of 10 m. Fifth, depths beyond −15 m MSL211

were replaced by −15 m, and the bathymetry between the −12 m contour and the off-212

shore boundary was recomputed to create a gradual fading of the Gaussian-shaped per-213

turbation in these deep contour lines (see Figure 2b). Finally, random perturbations of214

<0.01 m were added to the bathymetry to trigger pattern formation in the nearshore zone.215

Additional bathymetries were created with larger, smaller or zero coastline curva-216

ture to test the curvature effect on alongshore differences in crescentic bar patterns. The217

three additional bathymetries differed from the reference bathymetry in the cross-shore218

extension of the coastline perturbation, i.e. p2 = −698.37 m in Equation (5) was ad-219

justed to p2 = −931.16 m (initial extension of the Sand Engine, in 2011), p2 = −349.18 m220

(half of the extension of the reference bathymetry), and p2 = 0 m (straight coast).221

The influence of the significant wave height Hs and a time-varying wave angle θ222

on nearshore pattern formation were tested by running the model with sets of scenar-223

ios, providing information for examining our hypothesis on the importance of a spatiotem-224
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poral variation in local wave angle along curved coasts. Scenarios were inspired by wave225

conditions prevailing during the observed formation of crescentic patterns in the sand-226

bar at the western side of the Sand Engine. As shown by Rutten et al. (2017, 2018), pat-227

terns developed at this side in autumn and winter with the passage of one or several storms.228

During such storms, the wave angle typically changed from southwest to north-northwest,229

which can be attributed to the southwest-northeast oriented storm track in the North230

Sea. The forcing of every storm was slightly different, i.e. the dominant wave angles, the231

period and the function of the wave angle alternation as well as the wave height vary be-232

tween the storms. To investigate how a series of storms with a time-varying angle may233

trigger pattern formation along a barred curved coast, various scenarios were generated234

whereof the wave conditions applied at the offshore boundary are summarised in Table 1.235

The storms were schematised as an alteration of the wave angle θ between two directions236

(θ1 and θ2), and consequently a series of storms was schematised by repeating the an-237

gle alternation several times. The ranges in θ, significant wave height Hs, and alterna-238

tion period or function, covering the ranges in wave conditions observed at the Sand En-239

gine (Rutten et al., 2017), allow to explore alongshore variability in crescentic pattern240

formation along curved coasts under time-varying forcing in a general sense. The most241

simple scenario (Ref1), not including any time-varying forcing, has an offshore wave an-242

gle that is shore-normal at the left flank with Hs = 2.0 m and Tp = 8.0 s and is ex-243

pected to generate patterns at the left flank. Sensitivity to the wave angle itself was tested244

by variations on the time-invariant angle with θ1=θ2 and −55 ≤ θ1 ≤ 55◦ (Runs 1-11).245

The simplest scenario with a time-varying angle had a symmetric forcing, i.e. the wave246

angle alternating abruptly every day from shore-normal at the right flank (θ1 = 25◦)247

to shore-normal at the left flank (θ2 =−25◦) of the perturbation and served as reference,248

named Ref2, for all time-varying scenarios throughout the article. Asymmetry in forc-249

ing and wave obliquity with respect to the flanks was tested in Runs 12-21, wherein θ2250

was fixed at −25◦ and −55 ≤ θ1 ≤ 55◦. Additional angle variations included the func-251

tion of alternation (Runs 22-29) with gradual alternations from θ1 to θ2 following a co-252

sine and sawtooth function, and the period of angle alternation with a duration Dur1253

and/or Dur2 of 0.5, 1.5 and 2.0 days (Runs 30-35). Sensitivity to wave height was tested254

by varying 1.6 ≤ Hs,1 ≤ 2.4 m while keeping Hs,2 constant at 2.0 m (Runs 36-39).255

In all runs a directional spreading of 30◦ was used. This value, assumed as typical for256

the North Sea, resulted in offshore leakage of wave energy at the offshore boundary un-257
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der large wave angles (up to 9.3% for 55◦). Bathymetric variations (Runs 40-48) were258

applied to test the aforementioned effect of coastline curvature on pattern formation. On259

a strongly curved coast, a gently curved coast and a straight coast, three scenarios were260

tested that differed in θ1, with θ1 = 25◦ (Runs 40-42), θ1 = −25◦ (Runs 43-45), and261

θ1 = 55◦ (Runs 46-48).262

In �qw, �qc, and �qg a median grain diameter d50 of 290 μm was used. Based on pre-263

liminary runs, scaling coefficients Cw, Cc and Cf , corresponding to the individual sed-264

iment transports, were adjusted from their default 0.08, 0.08, and 0.24 to 0.02, 0.04, and265

0.05, respectively. This setting allowed a formation and evolution of crescentic bar pat-266

terns that resemble the field observations at the Sand Engine in Rutten et al. (2018), but267

with an over predicted onshore bar migration. Realistic cross-shore migration rates were268

not pretended for this work. Cross-shore dynamics were speeded up to limit the com-269

putation time of the 50 runs on a 2.6 km by 7 km grid. Speeding up the cross-shore mi-270

gration, consequently speeded up cross-shore profile change (e.g. depth of bar crest or271

trough). Since crescentic bar dynamics (i.e. rip spacing and growth rate) were found to272

relate to profile shape (Calvete et al., 2007), biased bar migration predictions could af-273

fect those dynamics. At the Sand Engine, rip spacing hardly changed while the bars moved274

onshore and offshore at weekly to monthly timescales (Rutten et al., 2018). Also, Dubarbier275

et al. (2017) demonstrated that rip spacing and dynamics hardly changed during onshore276

bar migration under shore-normal wave incidence. Thus, the response time related to277

rip spacing seems to be larger than the response time related to cross-shore sandbar mi-278

gration. Therefore we can speed up the onshore migration without harming the results279

on pattern formation.280

Here, morphological change was simulated for a 20-day period, updating the bed281

level every 30 minutes. The 20-day period allows the growth rate of the patterns in the282

reference scenario to saturate. For each updated bathymetry, the corresponding wave283

field and flow field were computed in stationary mode. Periodic lateral boundaries con-284

ditions were used. In line with Castelle et al. (2012), the shoreline was allowed to evolve285

by computing the sediment fluxes at the cell centres and interpolate them at the cell in-286

terfaces. Accordingly, the sediment fluxes could transfer across the interface between dry287

and wet cells.288
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2.3 Analysis of Model Results289

To reveal insight in the evolution of sandbar patterns and the underlying flow field,290

stacks of a time-varying transect were created along the alongshore-averaged bar crest291

position. The definition of the alongshore transect is not trivial. First, the model allows292

cross-shore sandbar migration, and thus the position of the alongshore transect needs293

to be updated every time step, following the cross-shore migration of the sandbar crest.294

Second, alongshore differences in cross-shore bar migration exist at a curved coast, and295

thus the alongshore-averaged profiles cannot simply be a global alongshore average but296

needs to be determined at a local scale. Here, we introduce a six-step approach to cre-297

ate time stacks along a curved coast. First, the bathymetry, zb, was projected on local298

shore-normal transects, zb,n, following the curved coastline. Shore-normal transects were299

directed perpendicular to the tangent of the 10 m depth contour in the bathymetry at300

t = 0 without including perturbations. Second, alongshore-averaged profiles, zb,n, were301

computed by applying a moving average to the cross-shore profiles over an alongshore302

width of ∼500 m. Third, the second derivatives corresponding to the profiles, d2zb,n/dn
2,303

were computed. Herein, smoothed profiles, using a 5-point Hanning window, were used,304

since the second derivative is rather sensitive to irregularities. Fourth, the bar crest po-305

sitions were approximated by finding the minimum in d2zb,n/dn
2 that was nearest to the306

bar crest of the previous time step. Fifth, the bar crest location was determined at sub-307

grid scale to allow for gradual onshore migration of the alongshore transect instead of308

discrete steps of 10 m corresponding to the grid resolution. Hereto a second order poly-309

nomial was fitted through d2zb,n/dn
2 at the bar crest approximation and its two neigh-310

bouring data points, giving a time-varying alongshore transect, (X,Y )t. Sixth, bed el-311

evation, the alongshore current and the total sediment transport, i.e. the variables of in-312

terest, were linearly interpolated along (X,Y )t, and will be referred to as zb,c, Uls,c, and313

�qt,c, respectively.314

To analyse the growth rate of crescentic patterns, a measure was computed for the315

amplitude of the patterns on every time step. Previous studies (Garnier et al., 2006, 2010)316

computed the time-varying standard deviation of the bathymetry, a method known as317

global analysis. More specifically, they computed the root-mean-square deviation of the318

bathymetry from the time- and alongshore-averaged profile. Here, such a global approach319

is not sufficient, because the alongshore variability in pattern growth rate is of interest.320

Therefore, we performed calculations at a local scale, in sections at the left straight coast,321
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the left flank, the right flank, and the right straight coast (boxes I-IV in Figure 2b). Pre-322

liminary analysis showed that onshore bar migration at a curved coast introduces an along-323

shore variability related to migrational dynamics that contaminates the time- and in-324

tersectional average of the cross-shore profile and thereby the measure for pattern am-325

plitude. Therefore, each section was divided into two subsections of about equal size. Then,326

the measure for pattern amplitude in each section followed from the weighted average327

of the standard deviation in the two corresponding subsections, also known as the pooled328

standard deviation. In equation-form, this measure for pattern amplitude ||h|| in a sec-329

tion reads as330

||h|| =
√√√√ 1

N1 +N2 − 2

(∑
N1

Z2
p,1 +

∑
N2

Z2
p,2

)
(7)

and increases with increasing potential energy density of the bedforms (0.5||h||2, Vis-331

Star et al., 2008). N1 and N2 are the number of elements in subsections 1 and 2, respec-332

tively. The deviation from the alongshore-averaged profile in a subsection reads as Zp(N, t) =333

zb,n(N, t)−zb,n(t), with N as the shore-normal transect. Herein, bed elevations inter-334

polated at the shore-normal transects, zb,n, were used.335

The cross-shore and alongshore components of the flow vector field have often been336

found to be important variables to explain pattern formation (e.g. Garnier et al., 2013;337

Price et al., 2013). At a straight coast, the x- and y-component of a vector simply rep-338

resent the cross-shore and alongshore component, respectively. Along a curved coast, how-339

ever, the cross-shore and alongshore direction vary locally, and thus a local matrix ro-340

tation is needed to obtain a fair representation of both the cross- and alongshore com-341

ponent. The rotation angle φ in the rotation matrix was determined for every shore-normal342

transect. Then, the variable of interest, i.e. flow vector field, was linearly interpolated343

to shore-normal transects. Finally, the matrix rotation was applied to obtain the along-344

shore current Uls. Similar to a vector field, a curved coast complicates interpretation of345

wave angles. The model gives the wave angle θ with respect to the global coastline ori-346

entation, while the wave angle with respect to the local coastline orientation may strongly347

differ along a curved coast. Here, the local wave angle θl was computed from the differ-348

ence between the global wave angle θ and φ, where 0◦ denotes shore-normal incidence349

and positive values indicate waves coming from the right. The local breaker angle θl,b350
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was defined as the local angle corresponding to the maximum wave height, hereafter re-351

ferred to as the breaker wave height Hb, at a shore-normal transect.352

3 Results353

3.1 Reference Scenarios354

To interpret the results of the full set of scenarios, we first examine two reference355

scenarios, with a time-invariant angle and a time-varying angle, respectively.356

3.1.1 Time-Invariant Angle Ref1357

Figure 3 shows that the onshore migrating sandbar develops crescentic patterns along358

a large part of the coast. On t = 19 days, several crescents have formed along the left359

flank and the straight coast, while rhythmic morphology lacks along the right flank.360

Figure 4a-c shows the significant wave height Hs, the total sediment transport �qt,361

the bed level change rate Δzb and the wave and current vectors at t = 0 days when the362

sandbar is still alongshore uniform. For the same day, Figure 5 shows, for each cross-shore363

profile, the wave height at breaking Hb, the local angle at breaking θl,b, the alongshore364

current at the bar crest Uls,c and the total sediment transport at the bar crest �qt,c. The365

abrupt cross-shore drop in Hs in Figure 4a, indicated by the change in colour shading366

(red to yellow), is caused by wave breaking at the bar crest. The alongshore variation367

in Hs and Hb can be explained by the refraction pattern. At the left flank (section II),368

waves propagate nearly normal to the depth contours and thus hardly refract, except for369

the waves traveling over the offshore part of the bathymetry (between 15 m and 12 m370

MSL the shape of the depth contours changes gradually from straight to curved, see Fig-371

ure 2). The limited refraction results in limited divergence of the wave rays, limited re-372

distribution of the wave energy, and thus a minor decrease in Hs and Hb. At the same373

time along the right flank (section III), waves approach the coast obliquely (angle of ∼-374

50◦), and consequently their energy and height reduces substantially when propagating375

onshore due to strong refraction. Here, θl,b is still substantial (∼-24◦). At the adjacent376

beaches (sections I and IV), where waves approach the coast under an angle of ∼-25◦,377

refraction is limited and θl,b relatively small (∼-9◦; Figure 5b). Note that Hb in Sections I378

and IV differs increasingly towards the flanks (compare -2400<Y <-1600 m with 2600<Y <3400 m379

Figure 5a). Such secondary variations in Hb and Hs are again related to refraction, but380
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now at a global scale, due to wave focussing caused by the alongshore variability in the381

depth contours. The concave shape in the contours at the right flank enhances the di-382

vergence of the wave rays and thus Hs and Hb decrease further (1500<Y <3500 m; Fig-383

ure 4a and Figure 5a), while the convex shape causes the wave rays to converge and thus384

Hs and Hb increase substantially (around the tip). In contrast to the right side, wave385

divergence and the consequent reductions in Hs and Hb are hardly present near the con-386

cave shape at the left flank (Y =−1300 m) as the bending of the wave rays is limited387

under the low oblique waves here. Besides, Hs and Hb in Section I are slightly affected388

by the wave divergence in Section III and IV due to the periodic boundaries.389

Figure 4c (blue arrows) and Figure 5c show that the alongshore current is of mod-390

erate strength (∼0.21 m/s) and rightward directed along the straight coast, nearly zero391

at the left flank, and strongest (∼0.5 m/s) at the right flank. In Section IV, the substan-392

tial differences in Hb are not reflected in Uls,c because of the inverse effect of θl,b on Uls,c.393

In Section II, the near-zero alongshore current converges (downward zero-crossing in Fig-394

ure 5c) and diverges (upward zero-crossing). At the convergence point, the opposing right-395

ward and leftward directed alongshore current may have fed an offshore directed flow of396

small magnitude. The total sediment transport �qt (Figure 4b, red arrows) is of small mag-397

nitude and slightly onshore directed along the straight coast, almost absent at the left398

flank, and relatively large (�qt,c ∼6.2 x10−4 m3/m/s; Figure 5d) and directed along the399

sandbar crest at the right flank. Although the pattern in �qt is largely in line with the400

flow vector field and thus dominated by sediment transport related to the mean-current401

(�qc), also onshore directed sediment transport related to wave-skewness (�qw) contributes402

to the total sediment transport and causes the cross-shore component of the total sed-403

iment transport to be zero (along right flank) or onshore directed (along straight coast404

and left flank).405

Consequently, bed level change (Figure 4c), where erosion relates to positive gra-406

dients in the total sediment transport in the landward direction and deposition to neg-407

ative gradients, results in a ∼30-40 m onshore bar migration along the entire coastline408

within the first four days. Thereafter, cross-shore migration starts to depend more strongly409

on the alongshore position. At the tip, the left flank and the straight coast onshore mi-410

gration rates are about 6 m/day, while at the right flank only 2 m/day. Note that these411

migration rates are time-averaged and some temporal variation exists. For example, rates412

up to 9 m/day are found just left of the tip. While moving onshore, the bar steepens due413
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to erosion at its seaward flank and deposition just shoreward of its crest (Figure 3) ex-414

cept for the right flank. Here the bar trough fills in and from t = 12 days onwards a415

terrace-shaped bar can be distinguished. Eventually, alongshore variability develops in416

the sandbar along the left flank and the straight coast (visible from t = 10 days onwards,417

Figure 3). More specifically, alongshore variabilities in the 2D horizontal flow field, i.e.418

onshore directed flow over shallower parts of the bar and seaward directed flow over the419

deeper parts, force the development of horizontal circulation cells, stimulating crescen-420

tic pattern formation through positive feedbacks. Note that the first rip channels (Y =421

−600 m and Y = 600 m) develop where the bar moved rapidly to shallower depths, let-422

ting patterns develop more easily through an increased cell circulation, and in absence423

of alongshore currents (Uls,c ∼0 m/s; Figure 5). Subsequently, patterns start to develop424

in Section IV (t = 10 days, Figure 3) and slightly later also in Section I. The small de-425

lay of Section I might be explained by a slightly higher Uls,c compared to Section IV.426

In Section II, the formation of a rip channel around Y = −1100 m may be partly stim-427

ulated by a small offshore directed flow, related to convergence of the alongshore cur-428

rent. However, this mechanism does not seem to have contributed substantially to pat-429

tern formation here, as patterns develop at nearly similar rate away from the convergence430

point in the flow field (e.g. sections I and II). The absence of crescents along the right431

flank of the perturbation can be explained by the strong alongshore-directed current (0.54 m/s)432

as the waves approach obliquely, hindering the development of cell circulation. The time433

evolution of the measure for pattern amplitude ||h|| is shown in Figure 6 for four sec-434

tions of the coast, revealing the alongshore variability in growth rate of the crescentic435

patterns. Initially, ||h|| increases slowly. After t = 5 days, ||h|| rapidly increases at the436

left flank (section II, blue line). At t = 8 days, ||h|| starts also to increase for the sec-437

tions with a straight coastline (sections I and IV; yellow and purple line). The growth438

rate slows down again at t = 16 days for the left flank (section II) and at t = 18 days439

at the right straight coast (section IV). At the right flank (section III), ||h|| does not show440

a strong increase that is typical for pattern formation within the 20-day simulation pe-441

riod. Thus, ||h||, estimated as pooled standard deviation, clearly describes the spatiotem-442

poral variability in patterning as observed in Figure 3.443
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3.1.2 Time-Varying Angle Ref2444

By shifting θ at the offshore boundary, every day from 25◦ to −25◦, the patterns445

in wave refraction, currents, sediment transport and bed level change are similar to the446

patterns described in Section 3.1.1 for t = 0, 2, 4, ...18 days but mirrored across the ver-447

tical in Y = 500 m for t = 1, 3, 5, ...19 days (e.g. black arrows in Figure 7). As a re-448

sult, the sandbar migrates onshore and develops crescentic patterns along the straight449

coast but not along the flanks (Figure 7). Similar to Ref1 the bar migrates by ∼35 m450

onshore in the first four days along the entire coastline, but only after t =12 days the451

migration rates start to show clear alongshore differences. At the straight coast and the452

tip rates increase up to 8 m/day compared to 2-3 m/day along the flanks. The lower rates453

at the flanks can be explained by a refraction-induced reduction of the wave height when454

the waves enter obliquely every other day at one of the flanks (wave divergence; Figure455

5a). The strong alongshore current, leftward at the left flank (∼−0.5 m/s for t = 0, 2, 4, ...18 days;456

red line in Figure 5c) and rightward at the right flank (0.5 m/s; for t = 1, 3, 5, ...19 days;457

purple line in Figure 5c), may explain the absence of crescents here as they hinder the458

development of cell circulation. The first rip channels develop at the same location at459

the left and right straight coasts (Y = −2280 and Y = 3250 m). Figure 6b shows a460

slow increase in ||h|| until t = 8 days, then ||h|| increases rapidly for the sections with461

a straight coastline (sections I and IV; yellow and purple line). Compared to Ref1, this462

increase starts slightly later for Section IV (purple) while slightly earlier for Section I463

(yellow). After t = 18 days, the growth rate becomes negative for Section I. Both flanks464

(Sections II and III; red and blue line) lack the typical strong increase in ||h|| related to465

pattern formation within the 20-day simulation period. Thus Ref2 shows that, in line466

with Ref1, patterns preferably develop under low-obliquity (limited alongshore current467

and refraction-induced reduction of the wave height). Such conditions stimulate the bar468

to move onshore to shallower depths where patterns develop more easily. Under a time-469

varying wave angle, certain stretches of the coast may be subjected alternately to low470

and high obliquity. Ref2 shows that low obliquity throughout the simulation period is471

important to develop patterns under a time-varying angle.472

3.2 Effect of Wave Angle473

Variations on both the time-invariant and time-varying angle (Runs 1-21; Table 1)474

show that alongshore variability in the presence of patterns change with the scenario.475
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Patterns arise where angles are low oblique throughout the simulation period and remain476

absent where angles are oblique for, at least, every other day. For the time-invariant an-477

gle scenarios, the position where patterns develop simply shifts with the imposed offshore478

wave angle (not shown). More specifically, hardly any pattern arises under -55◦ or 55◦479

(Run 1, 11), but arise along the left flank (Section II) for -45 to -5◦ (Runs 2-5, Ref1),480

along the straight coast (Sections I, IV) for -25 to 25◦ (Runs 4-8, Ref1) and along the481

right flank (Section III) for 5-45◦ (Runs 6-10).482

The interpretation of the time-varying angle scenarios (Runs 12-21) is less intuitive.483

Half of their simulation time the offshore angle equals -25◦; in Ref1 such an angle stim-484

ulated pattern formation along the left flank and the straight coast but prevented them485

to form along the right flank. During the other half of the time, the wave angle may be486

substantially different and thus stimulate or prevent pattern formation at entirely dif-487

ferent positions. Figure 8 shows the bathymetries of the time-varying scenarios at t =488

19 days. Within all scenarios, not any pattern develops along the right flank (Section489

III), where waves approach rather obliquely every other day (θ2 = −25◦, θl,b = −24◦).490

As long as the forcing is from the left side only (Runs 12-16), crescentic patterns develop491

along the left flank (section II). In the two-sided scenarios (Runs 17-21), no patterns de-492

velop here, except for Run 17 with θ1 = 5◦. Scenarios with one- as well as two-sided493

conditions create patterns along the straight coast (sections I and IV) if |θ1| ≤ 35◦(Runs 15-494

19, Ref1 and Ref2). Figure 9 shows the temporal evolution of the depth in the bar zone495

for the different time-varying scenarios (first column), and illustrates that the growth496

rates of crescentic patterns vary strongly both within and between the scenarios (sec-497

ond column). The time period at which the growth of alongshore variability in depth498

and position of the bar crest stabilises varies from several days to beyond the simulation499

period of 20 days. Generally, crescentic patterns start to clearly develop within the sim-500

ulation period where maximum θl,b<13◦, and they develop the fastest along stretches501

of the coast where wave obliquity is the smallest. For example, in Run 17 crescentic pat-502

terns develop first along the straight coast (sections I and IV), and subsequently start503

to form along the left flank (section II). This alongshore difference in growth rate can504

be clearly noted in the time evolution of ||h|| corresponding to the four sections (Figure 9;505

Run 17). Here, waves approach rather obliquely half of the time (t = 0, 2, ..., 18 days)506

along the left flank (θl,b∼15◦), whereas the straight coast is exposed to smaller obliquity507

(θl,b∼9◦ on t = 1, 3, ..., 19 days). This confirms the preference of crescentic patterning508
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for low obliquity. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that crescents along the straight coast509

(sections I and IV) migrated alongshore in rightward direction (rates up to ∼20 m/day)510

in Runs 14-15 and Ref1 wherein waves approached from the left side only. Zooming in511

shows that crescents in Runs 18-21 and Ref2 migrated alternately leftward and right-512

ward, correlating with the alternating wave angle between the left side and right side.513

In line with the reference scenarios, local obliquity may prevent or slow down the514

formation of crescentic patterns because of reduced local wave heights, and strong along-515

shore currents that inhibit cell circulation. The third column in Figure 9 shows the along-516

shore current Uls,c for the different time-varying scenarios on t = 0 days (blue line) and517

t = 1 days (red line), wherein positive and negative values indicate a rightward and left-518

ward directed current, respectively. All one-sided scenarios (Runs 12-16) generate an along-519

shore current that is alternately small (condition 1: t = 0, 2, ...18 days) or near-zero (con-520

dition 2: t = 1, 3, ...19 days) along the left flank (section II). Presumably, horizontal521

cell-circulation prevails during the full 20-day simulation period (both condition 1 and 2),522

stimulating crescentic pattern formation within this section. At the same time, large con-523

tinuously rightward directed Uls,c along the right flank (section III) prevents circulation524

cells and crescentic patterns to develop here. In Runs 19-21 both the flanks and the straight525

coast are subjected to large incidence angles (under either θ1 or θ2), and thus large Uls,c,526

inhibiting formation of distinct alongshore variability. Along the straight coast (sections I527

and IV), increased crescentic growth rates towards Runs 16-17 can be explained by the528

increase in shore-normal waves during condition 1 (θ1), and thus decrease in the mag-529

nitude of Uls,c. Similarly, the fastest growth rate of crescentic patterns along the left flank530

(section II) can be observed in Ref1, when Uls,c ∼0 under both θ1 and θ2. Near-normal531

waves stimulate the development of crescentic patterns also because wave energy barely532

redistributes due to refraction, resulting in a relatively high Hb and consequently strong533

cell circulation. In addition, an offshore directed current related to convergence of the534

alongshore current may have stimulated rip channel formation at the convergence point535

(downward zero-crossing in right column of Figure 9). This mechanism becomes more536

important for runs with a stronger alongshore current around the convergence point and537

thus a stronger offshore directed current. Run 16 crashed at t = 10.9 days, possibly due538

to the fast onshore bar migration near the tip of the curved coast, which resulted in a539

flow field too complex to be solved by the model. The results of Run 16 that are included540
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above were obtained by performing the simulation with a smaller morphological time step541

of 15 minutes, which prevented crashing.542

The importance of low obliquity on the alongshore variability in presence and growth543

rates of crescentic patterns is corroborated by simulations with gradually varying θ, fol-544

lowing either a sawtooth curve (Runs 22-25) or a cosine function (Runs 26-29). Figure 10545

shows that ||h|| increases more rapidly at the straight coast (sections I and IV) for both546

sawtooth (dotted line) and cosine variations (dashed line). For example, ||h|| in section I547

increases beyond 0.05 m after 7.2 days in Run 22 (sawtooth) and after 7.9 days in Run 26548

(cosine), while it takes 10.6 days in Run Ref2 having the same θ1 and θ2 but with an549

abrupt alternation. In addition, the sawtooth variations give a relatively large ||h|| for550

the right flank (section III, red dotted lines in Figure 10), which related to the cascad-551

ing of patterns in section IV into section III. Higher ||h|| can be explained by the locally552

increased exposure time of near-normal waves, especially in the sawtooth variations, and553

thus shorter exposure to large Uls,c under a gradually varying θ. Although Run 23 crashed554

at t = 17.4 days and Run 27 at t = 18.7 days, the trends in ||h|| are clear. Therefore,555

no additional simulations were run to cover the full 20-day period. The influence of ex-556

posure to low obliquity on the pattern formation is additionally reflected in Runs 30-32,557

indicating that longer exposure (up to 2 days) of shore-normal waves at the right flank558

results in increased growth rates (not shown). The chronology in the time-varying forc-559

ing has no substantial effect on pattern formation for exposure times between 0.5 day560

(Run 33) and 2 days (Run 35; not shown).561

To summarise, the overall picture that arises from our simulations is that along-562

shore variability in the presence of crescentic patterns and their growth rate at a curved563

coast vary with the local wave angle. Low obliquity stimulates pattern formation through564

increased cell circulation because of a limited alongshore current and limited refraction-565

induced energy reduction (and thus high Hb).566

4 Discussion567

4.1 Comparison with Observations and Model Limitations568

To show that the processes important to crescentic pattern formation are well in-569

cluded in the model, two comparisons are made with observations at the Sand Engine570

nourishment. Note that reaching exact quantitative agreement is beyond the scope of571
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both our model and study aim, and that such agreement has not been reached with any572

other morphodynamic model applied to barred coasts under complex wave conditions.573

Firstly, we analyse pattern formation under a time-invariant wave angle, compar-574

ing Run 8 with a 12-day period of north-northwestern waves with similar properties (Hs=1.0 m,575

Tp=6.3 s, θ=332◦; 1-12 March 2013) at the Sand Engine (Figure 11a-b). In both the pre-576

dictions and observations, waves approached the right flank of the curved coast shore-577

normally. Distinct patterns developed within 14 days in the simulations and within 12 days578

at the Sand Engine. Patterns were found at the right flank and along the straight coast,579

while they remained absent at the left flank within both (Figure 11a-b). Before being580

exposed to the 12-day period of north-northwestern waves, hardly any pattern existed581

at the right flank but whether patterns existed at the straight coast is not clear from the582

available video images. The alongshore wavelength of the crescents were well predicted583

at the straight coast (∼450 m), but over predicted at the right flank (450 m versus 300 m;584

Figure 11a-b). The largest differences between predictions and observations are found585

in the cross-shore dynamics. The simulated bar, initially located at ∼230 m from the 0 m586

contour at 2.6 m depth, migrated onshore with ∼7 m/day over 16 days. The observed587

bar was located only ∼120 m from the 0 m contour with its crest at 2.3 m depth and588

migrated 18 m onshore within the 12-day period of pattern formation.589

Secondly, we analyse pattern formation under a time-varying angle. At the Sand590

Engine, patterns developed at the left flank within a 17-day period (Hs=1.3 m, Tp=6.0 s,591

θ=293◦; 2-19 November 2013) wherein several storms passed by with an angle that changed592

within ∼2 days from west to west-northwest, from west to northwest or from west-northwest593

to northwest, depending on the storm. Because of the variety in storms, we compare the594

observations with two runs, having an angle that switched abruptly after a day between595

either -55 and -25◦ (Run 12) or -25 and 5◦ (Run 17). In the observations, patterns de-596

veloped within 17 days at the left flank and the straight coast. Some minor alongshore597

variability arose at the right flank after 9 days. In Run 12 only some patterns developed598

at the left flank after 16 days, but in Run 17 patterns developed at both the left flank599

and the straight coast within 18 days (see Figure 8 and Figure 11c-d). The alongshore600

wavelength of the simulated crescents (Run 12: ∼500 m; Run 17: ∼440 m) compare well601

with the observations (on average ∼510 m; Figure 11). Alongshore migration rates are602

limited in both the predictions and the observations. Alike the time-invariant simula-603

tion, the largest differences are found in the cross-shore dynamics. The bar migrated on-604
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shore with ∼7 m/day in both runs, whereas a 3 m offshore migration was observed at605

the Sand Engine. The shoreline at the Sand Engine retreated with 18 m, whereas the606

shoreline kept its position in the runs. After the patterns developed, the longshore-averaged607

bar crest depth in the runs was very similar to the observed one (2.2 m versus 2.3 m).608

The differences in the simulated and observed onshore bar migration relate largely609

to the choice of the model coefficients. The relatively large coefficient for the wave-induced610

sediment transport (Cw) led, as intended, to an over predicted onshore migration speed611

of the bar and a speeding up of the computation time. Besides, some uncertainty exists612

in our observations of bar migration. The bar may have migrated further onshore than613

we observed, since the expected migration magnitude falls within the O(10 m) accuracy614

of the breaker line method used by Rutten et al. (2018). Especially migration under the615

passage of storms (November 2013) may not have been well captured by the method, as616

variations in wave height can affect the position of the breaker line (Van Enckevort &617

Ruessink, 2001; Ribas et al., 2010). In addition, the observed shoreline position, used618

to compute the bar-shore distance in Figure 11, is only accurate up to O(10 m) (Rutten619

et al., 2018).620

Furthermore, some of the differences between the simulated and observed bed evo-621

lution can be explained by the prescribed boundary conditions in the model. First, we622

use a rather high wave period and wave height. Assuming that the storms drive the most623

important morphologic change, we included only those in our scenarios without any calm624

period as observed in the field. Consequently, the wave height and wave period in the625

scenarios is higher than the time-averaged forcing during pattern formation at the Sand626

Engine. Although considering storm forcing only, the wave period is still relatively high627

for the North Sea. However, when using a smaller value no patterns developed. Earlier,628

Calvete et al. (2005) found with a morphodynamic stability model that pattern growth629

rate decreases substantially with decreasing wave period, especially for oblique waves (see630

their Figure 15). Second, we schematised the time-varying angle as an alternation be-631

tween two angles; a simplification that allowed to systematically explore its effects on632

pattern formation. However, measurements at the Sand Engine show more complexity,633

in terms of the angle itself as well as the alternation function. At times, the angle alter-634

nates between three angles. The angle alternation function varies over time, sometimes635

better resembling a sawtooth and sometimes a cosine or abrupt function. In addition,636

the simplifications made when defining the synthetic bathymetry may have led to im-637
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portant differences between the simulations and observations. We assumed an alongshore638

uniform profile, and thus without any variation in bar crest depth, bar height, bar width,639

bar position or shoreface slope. At the Sand Engine, some differences in profile existed640

between the left flank and the right flank (Rutten et al., 2018) and pattern formation641

events never started without any patterns somewhere along the coast. To illustrate this,642

the over prediction of the crescent wavelength at the right flank under a time-invariant643

angle may partly be related to such differences in the initial profile. Also, differences in644

bar behaviour at the straight coast adjacent to the right flank probably relate partly to645

the presence of a channel that connects the sea with the shallow lagoon at the Sand En-646

gine (see Figure 2a) and wherein the flow reverses with every tide. Lastly, tides were ne-647

glected in our model setup. Morphologic change in the surf zone could be influenced by648

tide-induced water level variations (Price et al., 2013), tide-driven currents, but also other649

tide-induced phenomena specific for curved coasts (e.g. tidal flow separation, Rader-650

macher et al., 2017).651

To summarise, the model can capture the formation of patterns with the right or-652

ders of magnitude (e.g. alongshore wavelength of crescents, pattern growth rate), despite653

some model limitations. The patterns produced under a time-varying angle do not al-654

ways develop where they were observed at the Sand Engine, given that the used wave655

schematisation deviates from the observed wave conditions. For observed nearly-constant656

wave angles, the location is accurately reproduced by the model.657

4.2 Effect of Time-Varying Wave Height658

How alongshore differences in patterning are related to the local wave angle was659

investigated above for a time-invariant wave height of 2.0 m. At the Sand Engine, the660

offshore wave height varied during pattern formation (Rutten et al., 2017, 2018). Here,661

we describe how our results on the formation of crescentic patterns are affected by a time-662

varying wave height (Runs 36-39, Ref2; Figure 12). Generally, an increase in the wave663

height results in increased growth rates, consistent with Calvete et al. (2005) and Castelle664

and Ruessink (2011). Figure 12 also shows that a time-varying Hs affects the pattern665

growth rate differently within the four sections. The alongshore variability in presence666

or absence of patterns, however, is not substantially affected, as patterns start to develop667

along the straight coast (sections I and IV, yellow and purple line in Figure 12) and slowly668

extend along the flanks (sections II and III, blue and red line in Figure 12) within all runs.669
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To summarise, a time-varying wave height influences the pattern growth rate and its along-670

shore variability, but to a relatively small extent in comparison to a time-varying wave671

angle (compare Figure 9 and 12).672

4.3 Variations on Coastline Curvature673

Runs 1-39 illustrate that a curved coast imposes alongshore differences in the lo-674

cal wave angle, the resulting flow field, and consequently pattern formation. Below, we675

discuss how variations on the curvature of the coastline (Runs 40-48) affect pattern for-676

mation, which is relevant in the design of km-scale nourishments and the anticipated along-677

shore diffusion of such coastline perturbations in perspective of swimmer safety (e.g. km-678

scale nourishments can modify the large-scale flow pattern and generate km-scale tidal679

eddies, Radermacher et al., 2017). In fact, the coastline curvature is expected to affect680

crescentic pattern formation in a similar way as the offshore wave angle (i.e. influenc-681

ing the alongshore variability in presence and growth rate), since for both sets of sce-682

narios the local wave angles change as they are a function of the offshore wave angle and683

the coastline orientation. Here, we study the contribution of curvature on pattern for-684

mation under three wave climates only, whereof found in Section 3.2 to either create pat-685

terns along the straight coast (Run Ref2: θ1 = 25◦ and θ2 = −25◦) but not along the686

flanks, to create patterns along the left flank but not along the right flank (Run Ref1:687

θ1 = θ2 = −25◦) or to create no patterns at all (Run 21: θ1 = 55◦ and θ2 = −25◦).688

Figure 13 shows that alongshore variability in the presence of crescentic patterns does689

not change substantially for the selected range of coastline curvatures, in contrast to the690

growth rate of ||h||. In Runs 40-48 the growth rate decreases for a smaller curvature, in691

particular for the straight coast scenarios (Runs 42 and 45). The decrease in growth rate692

in sections I and IV (Runs 40-42) relates to an increasing magnitude of Uls,c with de-693

creasing coastline curvature, from a range of 0.15-0.22 m/s at the strongly curved coast694

(Run 40) to 0.24 m/s (Run 42) at the straight coast in these sections. Note that the range695

values are based on the condition with the largest Uls,c. The increase in Uls,c and result-696

ing decrease in growth rate cannot simply be explained by the difference between the697

offshore wave angle and the coastline orientation, since they both do not change within698

sections I and IV. However, Hs reduces at the lee side of the curved coast (changing from699

left to right every day) due to divergence of the wave rays. This refraction-induced re-700

duction in the wave height increases for coasts with stronger curvature, resulting in lower701
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θl,b, Hb, and thus lower Uls,c. In section II, the growth rate variation between Runs 43-702

45 also relates to Uls,c, which varies from 0.003-0.13 m/s (Ref1) to 0.25 m/s (Run 45).703

Here, the varying magnitude of Uls,c depends mainly on the coastline orientation in sec-704

tion II. Besides, the left flank in these runs is not as strongly subjected to refraction as705

in Runs 40-42 since waves do not approach as strongly obliquely here. In Figure 13, in-706

formation of Run 43 is partly missing, because the run crashed at t = 10.7 days. At-707

tempts to simulate the full 20-day period using a smaller morphological time step of 15 or708

10 minutes were unsuccessful. No patterns arise within the 20-day simulation period in709

Runs 46-48, which can be explained by the relatively large Uls,c of 0.15-0.57 m/s along710

the entire coastline under either θ1 or θ2, irrespective of a curved coastline.711

Overall, our simulations demonstrate that rip channels, located between the lunate-712

shaped shoals of the crescentic bar, may develop at faster rate and become deeper with713

increasing curvature of the coastline, if the latter produces an increase of the percent-714

age of near-normal local incidence. Under a time-invariant and a time-varying wave cli-715

mate with limited obliquity, we found that curved coasts impact rip channel dynamics716

along their flanks as well as their adjacent straight coastlines because of the alongshore717

varying coastline orientation and the global refraction pattern. Increased rip channel pres-718

ence at the straight coasts adjacent to the curved coast can enforce localised beach and719

dune erosion (Thornton et al., 2007). Moreover, rip channels are associated with nar-720

row and approximately offshore-directed flows (rip currents) which are the leading deadly721

hazard to recreational beach users worldwide (Castelle et al., 2016). Accordingly, both722

the design and location of km-scale nourishments must be carefully examined in perspec-723

tive of the prevailing wave climate and the primary beach entries at the foreseen site.724

4.4 Offshore Bar Migration and Straightening725

A straightening and/or offshore migration of the bar, observed in the field (e.g. Lipp-726

mann & Holman, 1990; Gallagher et al., 1998; Holman et al., 2006; Price & Ruessink,727

2011; Contardo & Symonds, 2015; Rutten et al., 2018), was roughly explored by running728

the model with a larger wave height, period or angle but without success. Running the729

model with another ratio of the transport coefficients probably allows such bar behaviour.730

Dubarbier et al. (2017) explored the parameter space of the transport coefficients for a731

bar-beach system based on the Gold Coast (Australia) and found that the migration di-732

rection depends on the ratio of Cw and Cc. Using the same model, Bouvier et al. (2019)733
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simulated an offshore migration at Sète beach, defining the ratio Cw:Cc an order of mag-734

nitude lower than in our work. To find a ratio that allows an offshore migration or a straight-735

ening of the bar at our site, the parameter space needs to be studied in more detail but736

this is beyond the scope of this article.737

5 Conclusion738

The formation of crescentic patterns was numerically simulated for an initially alongshore-739

uniform sandbar along a curved coast under a time-invariant and time-varying wave an-740

gle θ. We found that the presence and growth rate of patterns varied alongshore with741

the local breaker angle, θl,b. Patterns arose within the 20-day simulation period where742

local obliquity was limited to θl,b <13◦. Variations of θ, i.e. its value and the shape or743

period of its time-varying function, affected θl,b and thereby the alongshore variability744

in presence of patterns and their growth rate. The preference of low obliquity for cres-745

centic pattern formation can be attributed to the limited strength of alongshore currents746

and limited refraction-induced wave height reduction. Both positively affect the gener-747

ation of horizontal circulation cells in the flow field that initiate crescentic pattern for-748

mation through positive feedbacks between the flow field and the bed. Simulations in749

which the coastline curvature was varied, from strongly curved to straight, confirm the750

important negative effect of the alongshore current on pattern formation. The presence751

and growth rate of crescentic bar patterns and associated rip channels increased with752

coastline curvature, if the percentage of locally near-normal incidence increased as well753

(e.g. wave climate with low obliquity). Consequently, km-scale nourishments with a curved754

coast may enforce rip dynamics and associated flows that threaten swimmer safety.755
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Table 1. Overview of the runs. In reference run Ref1 time-invariant wave conditions were

simulated for a total duration of 20 days, while in Ref2 a bimodal wave field was simulated by

alternating the angle θ abruptly every day from θ1 to θ2. Variations on Ref1 and Ref2 include

the forcing (Runs 1-39) and bathymetry (Runs 40-48). Red colours indicate the differences with

Ref2.

Run name Hs,1 Tp,1 θ1 Dur1 Hs,2 Tp,2 θ2 Dur2 Other

Ref1 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day

Ref2 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

1 2.0 m 8.0 s -55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -55◦ 1 day

2 2.0 m 8.0 s -45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -45◦ 1 day
3 2.0 m 8.0 s -35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -35◦ 1 day

4 2.0 m 8.0 s -15◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -15◦ 1 day

5 2.0 m 8.0 s -5◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -5◦ 1 day
6 2.0 m 8.0 s 5◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 5◦ 1 day

7 2.0 m 8.0 s 15◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 15◦ 1 day

8 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day

9 2.0 m 8.0 s 35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 35◦ 1 day

10 2.0 m 8.0 s 45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 45◦ 1 day

11 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day

12 2.0 m 8.0 s -55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

13 2.0 m 8.0 s -45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

14 2.0 m 8.0 s -35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

15 2.0 m 8.0 s -15◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

16 2.0 m 8.0 s -5◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

17 2.0 m 8.0 s 5◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

18 2.0 m 8.0 s 15◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

19 2.0 m 8.0 s 35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

20 2.0 m 8.0 s 45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

21 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

22 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with sawtooth

23 2.0 m 8.0 s 35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with sawtooth

24 2.0 m 8.0 s 45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with sawtooth

25 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with sawtooth

26 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with cosine

27 2.0 m 8.0 s 35◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with cosine

28 2.0 m 8.0 s 45◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with cosine

29 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day θ varies with cosine

30 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 0.5 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

31 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1.5 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

32 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 2 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

33 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 0.5 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 0.5 day

34 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1.5 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1.5 day

35 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 2 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 2 day

36 1.6 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

37 1.8 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

38 2.2 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

39 2.4 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day

40 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Strongly curved coast

41 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Gently curved coast

42 2.0 m 8.0 s 25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Straight coast

43 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Strongly curved coast

44 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Gently curved coast

45 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Straight coast

46 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Strongly curved coast

47 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Gently curved coast

48 2.0 m 8.0 s 55◦ 1 day 2.0 m 8.0 s -25◦ 1 day Straight coast
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Figure 1. Aerial picture of the Sand Engine in September 2014, looking in northeasterly di-

rection. This km-scale nourishment, with 21.5 Mm3 larger than regular nourishments (1-2 Mm3),

was constructed in July 2011 along the southwest-northeast oriented Delfland coast, The Nether-

lands, as a sustainable and nature-based protection measure against coastal erosion (Stive et al.,

2013). Courtesy: Rijkswaterstaat, Joop van der Hout.
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Figure 2. (a) Measured bathymetry in November 2014 at the Sand Engine (Rutten et al.,

2018), and (b) synthetic bathymetry with a curved coastline and alongshore-uniform sandbar,

based on measurements in (a). The black contours correspond to the boxes I-IV for the analysis

of pattern growth rates.
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Figure 3. Bathymetric evolution (panels 1, 3, 5 and 7) and bed level change rate Δzb (panels

2, 4, 6 and 8) of the reference scenario Ref1. Grey lines represent the depth contours, whereas

the vectors indicate the total sediment transport. The arrows in the top left corner indicate the

offshore wave angle.
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Figure 4. Patterns in (a,d) significant wave height Hs, (b,e) total sediment transport �qt,

and (c,f) bed level change rate Δzb on t=0 days (a-c) and t=19 days (d-f) for the reference sce-

nario Ref1. Vectors indicate the wave angle (black; a-f), current velocities (blue; a,d), and total

sediment transport (red; b,e), whereas the grey lines represent the depth contours.
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Figure 5. Alongshore variation in (a) breaker wave height Hb, (b) breaker angle θl,b, (c)

alongshore current at bar crest Uls,c, and (d) total sediment transport at bar crest �qt,c on

t=0 days (Ref1 in blue and Ref2 in red) and t=1 days (Ref2 in purple). Vertical solid lines

indicate sections I-IV as shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the measure for pattern amplitude ||h|| showing the alongshore

difference in growth rate of patterns in section I (yellow), section II (blue), section III (red), and

section IV (purple; see Figure 2b) in reference scenario (a) Ref1 and (b) Ref2.
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Figure 7. Bathymetric evolution of reference scenario Ref2. Grey lines represent the depth

contours, whereas the vectors indicate the total sediment transport. The arrows in the top left

corner indicate the offshore wave angle.
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Figure 8. Bathymetric contours at t = 19 days for Runs 12-21, wherein θ1 varies from −55

to 55◦ and θ2 is constant at −25◦. Angle variations are schematised by the circles on the left,

wherein the grey and black radius indicate θ1 and θ2, respectively. Vertical solid lines indicate

sections I-IV as shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 9. Simulated (left column) 20-day evolution of the bed at the bar crest zb,c, and (right

column) alongshore current at the bar crest Uls,c on t=0 days (blue) and t=1 days (red) versus

alongshore position for Runs 12-21. Time evolution of the measure for pattern amplitude ||h||

is shown in the middle column, for section I (yellow), section II (blue), section III (red), and

section IV (purple). Angle variations are schematised by the circles on the left, wherein the grey

and black radius indicate θ1 and θ2, respectively. Positive and negative values of Uls,c indicate a

rightward and leftward directed current, respectively. Vertical solid lines indicate sections I-IV as

shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the measure for pattern amplitude ||h|| for section I (yellow),

section II (blue), section III (red), and section IV (purple). Differences in growth rate follow from

varying the angle from θ1 to θ2 abruptly (solid lines), through a sawtooth function (dotted line)

and a cosine function (dashed line). Herein, θ1 was (a) 25◦, (b) 35◦, (c) 45◦ and (d) 55◦.
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Figure 11. Comparison between (top) observations at the Sand Engine and (bottom) simula-

tions of pattern formation under (left) time-invariant and (right) time-varying wave angle. In the

10-min averaged images the white lines, i.e. the preferencial location of wave breaking, indicate

the position and planshape of the sandbar (outer line) and shoreline (inner line). Images were

taken on (a) 12 March 2013 and (c) 19 November 2013. The simulations correspond to (b) Run 8

on t = 13 days and (d) Run 17 on t = 19 days. The red brackets and black dotted lines indi-

cate the wavelength of the crescents λ, and separation distance between the bar and shoreline,

respectively.
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Figure 12. Time evolution of the measure for pattern amplitude ||h|| in section I (yel-

low), section II (blue), section III (red), and section IV (purple; Figure 2b), for time-varying

wave height Hs. Herein, Hs,1 increased from (a) 1.6 m (Run 36), to (e) 2.4 m (Run 39), while

Hs,2 = 2.0 m.
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Figure 13. Simulated (column 1, 3 and 5) 20-day evolution of the bed at the bar crest zb,c

versus alongshore position, and (column 2, 4 and 6) the measure for pattern amplitude ||h||, for

variations on the coastline curvature from strongly curved (top row) to straight (bottom row).

Here, ||h|| was computed for section I (yellow), section II (blue), section III (red), and section IV

(purple), which positions are indicated in the panels with timestacks and in Figure 2b). Angle

variations are schematised by the circles on the top, wherein the grey and black radius indicate

θ1 and θ2, respectively.
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